Ginnie Mae RFS SF Issuer
Training Agenda

9:00  Welcome
    Section 1: Introduction
    Section 2: Reference Documentation
    Q&A Session

9:40  E-Notification
    Section 3: E-notification Review

9:55  RFS Monthly Report of Pool and Loan Data
    Section 4: Review RFS Pool and Loan Data
    Q&A Session

10:10 - 10:25  Break

10:25  RFS Exception Feedback
    Section 5: Exception Feedback
    Q&A Session

11:05  Reporting Workflow
    Section 6: Overview of Reporting Workflow
    Q&A Session

12:15 - 1:30 Lunch

1:30  Reporting Workflow (cont.)
    Section 6: Overview of Reporting Workflow
    Q&A Session

2:30  Additional Reporting Requirements
    Section 7: Additional Requirements
3:30 – 3:45  Break

3:45  Cash and Reconciliation
  Section 8: Cash and Reconciliation

4:15  Appendix A
  Work Flow

  Appendix B
  Forms and Calculations

4:30  Q&A and wrap up